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personally, i've been super excited to play this game. i really enjoyed the first one and had high
expectations for the sequel. of course, since the english release has been delayed a bit, i'm a bit
upset that i'll have to wait a bit longer to play the game. but i know that i'll enjoy it a lot when i

finally play it. black panther 2 is the long-awaited sequel to yakuza 0 and yakuza kiwami. it is set in
an alternate universe where the yakuza are hunted by a mysterious group called dojima, who are

preparing for a global war. the game stars kazuma kiryu, his son ryuji, and the lovely chie satonaka,
and will take you to the heights of las vegas, yokohama, and new york. if youve read my previous

blog posts, you will know how i feel about this game. since the english release was delayed, i
decided to give this game a try. i wasnt sure what to expect because i havent played yakuza since i
was in high school, and i havent played the first one, but i think its a must have for any yakuza fan. i

have to admit, i fell in love with the opening scene. the transition from the old and familiar to the
new and surprising is what makes it so enjoyable. the game is a lot like yakuza 0 in that it has a

bunch of side-quests, but this time there are no missions. instead, you are taken on a wild
rollercoaster ride that takes you to the best cities in japan, the us, and the best locations in las

vegas. but despite the various technical challenges and the lack of official confirmation, both titles
are being faithfully translated. “the fact that there are no official english versions is something we
take as a challenge,” said john augmentedsmoke. “we’re just translating the story for the fans who

are already eager to get more information.”
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the game was originally released in japan in september 2018 as yakuza: like a dragon. it was
updated with english and french language options at the same time as the western release of yakuza
6: the song of life, which came out in june 2019. translation is obviously a tough job and im sure its
hard to convince yourself that its worth it. the biggest thing that i can say is that translating yakuza

games is such a rewarding experience. i just love being able to bring this world of violence,
gangsters, and good versus evil to someone elses eyes and helping them to enjoy the same

experiences. my suggestion to any other translators would be to watch the english trailers or read
the reviews of the games in question to get an idea of whats involved. if youve got a passion for the

series and see yourself going through the rough patches then give it a go. the hardest part is just
getting started, but if you keep at it youll find your passion for this. before the english patch was

released, the team managed to release the patch for kurohyou 1in june 2019. the team is working on
the patch for kurohyou 2in the same way, but it might take some time to release. you can visit their

official website to check out the current progress. back to the latest titles, black panther 2: like a
dragon ashura chapteris available on the playstation store for $15.99. you can download the game

for free on the ps4 store if you have the yakuza kiwami special edition. the ps4 version includes: the
game is a prequel to the yakuza 6main story. the game features the panther eye character and a

number of returning characters. we finally get to see how the panther eye and the shadow are
connected. 5ec8ef588b
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